


Judge’s Notes

The annual Marlene Mountain contest is more than a competition, it is a
poetic invitation to showcase the fierce beauty, intelligence, and skill of the
womxn and other folx in our haiku community. We hold a vast wealth of
creative potential and influence, and this year highlights that more than
ever. I am honored to have once again co-judged with Lori this important
mainstay of the #FemkuMag community and hope that you resonate with
each of these selected monoku as much as we did.

Tia Haynes
Co-judge, 2021 Marlene Mountain Contest
Editor, Prune Juice Journal

Having studied Marlene’s work for several years, I can say with certainty
that the selected poems encompass her passion and style while remaining
true to the poet's own voice. Over the past four years the Marlene
Mountain Contest winning poets have tapped further and further into social
issues, which are found throughout Marlene’s oeuvre, but this year had the
most variety and consistency of these topics. I was more than pleased
when I realized all of this year’s winning poems touched on some type of
social theme that feels very authentic to the author. I hope you are a�ected
by these bold, badass poems as much as we are.

Lori A Minor
Co-judge, 2021 Marlene Mountain Contest
Editor, #FemkuMag



2021 Marlene Mountain Contest Results
Judged blindly by Lori A Minor and Tia Haynes

First Place

pigtails his whore

Pris Campbell

This is a brilliant example of how monoku can free a poem to build layered
meanings in unique ways. At first glance this could easily be dismissed as
slutshaming with the use of “whore”, but reading it again and again only
confirms the depth of such a tiny poem. Within three words we get a full
story that leaves several unanswered questions, giving just enough white
space for readers to come to their own conclusion. One interpretation
could be an older woman calling out her husband for having an a�air with
a younger womxn, which is all too common since society puts too much
pressure on womxn to look young and “beautiful.” Unfortunately these
unrealistic expectations only drive men to confuse youth for beauty and
look for the newest model. On the other hand, it could be seen as a young
child whose innocence has been stripped away through sexual abuse from
an adult, with the word “whore” referring to the way the abuser sees them,
as something to be used, not cared for.

No matter which ending of the story you find yourself in, we can all agree
that the juxtaposition between “pigtails” and “whore”, the link and shift
from innocence to such an uncomfortable word, and the brevity of just
three words and four syllables make this a perfect monoku.



Second Place

Fata Morgana the (in)visibility of my (dis)ability

Debbie Strange

Not only are invisible illnesses di�cult to live with because one is forced to
convince others that they are sick, but some chronic illnesses can make
one feel invisible due to the disconnect between those sick and their
able-bodied friends and family. These illnesses are debilitating and
isolating.

The brilliant use of parentheses parallels this by separating those who are
seen and those who feel invisible, as well as disabled folx and those who
are able-bodied. For those who are sick but still struggling to seek answers,
Fata Morgana is all too familiar. The pain felt is real, but when the test
results keep coming back normal, one can’t help but feel stuck and just
about end up gaslighting themselves. Not to mention those answers seem
unreal and so far out of reach. We can also see the way Debbie possibly
views herself, as one stuck as an optical illusion, living in society in one
fashion and being unable to in another. This heartbreaking monoku calls us
to hear and to see, to understand and develop compassion where it is most
needed.



Third Place

refusing to shut manhole

Roberta Beach Jacobson

If you’re exhausted by patriarchal and social norms, this is one of those
poems that will make you throw your hands up and yell “preach!'' An
e�ective monoku, not only in technique and brevity, but in word choice as
well, the use of “manhole” could absolutely imply a man who’s speaking,
especially since manholes typically “blow hot air”, but it can also serve as a
rallying call to fight back and gain agency over our bodies, our lives, and
future. This monoku is intelligent, bold, and memorable. The next time we
get patriarchal pushback, thinking of this poem will certainly give us the
high we need to get through.



Honorable Mentions
(in alphabetical order by last name)

the trigger more than half-cocked Father’s Day

Cynthia Anderson

post-COVID camping the tents of the homeless

Cynthia Anderson

pathology ruling out the c-word

Jennifer Hambrick

free will to do what I say bully pulpit

Julie Bloss Kelsey

its virginity in the beak of a raven cherries

Carmela Marino
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Editor’s Note

When I launched the new format back in January of this year I also
planned on slightly reshaping the voice of #FemkuMag as a whole, hoping
poets would dig a little deeper. This issue radiates that success. I am proud
of those who are stepping out of their comfort zone and trying new things.
I am also proud to say that this issue contains more new names since 2019.
Thank you to everyone who’s helped this e-mag grow from 9 pages (issue
1, June 2018) to 87 pages (issue 29, April 2021) in just under three years.
Y’all are the best and I wouldn’t be here without you.

Love to you,
Lori A Minor, Editor
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Kristen Lindquist

what am I
waiting for
untouched snow

some childhood memories
I keep to myself
mother-of-pearl

a box of sex toys
we didn't order
January thaw

drinking in the dark Big Dipper

Kristen Lindquist is a poet and naturalist living on the coast of Maine.



Mirela Brăilean

breakup -
still hanging
our gazes

MIRELA BRĂILEAN is a biologist and a member of the Romanian and French Haiku
societies. She competed in her country where she won awards in competitions such as:
RO Foto Haiku, Senryu, Romanian Haiku and Kukai, Foto Haiga, Author of ”Porch
Crickets” (2020). She has haiku published in The Mainichi, The Bamboo Hut, Haiku
Dialogue, The Haiku Pond, and many others.



Sarah Metzler

freedom day
black cherry blossoms
blowin’ in the wind

vaccine needle sticking with his conspiracy theory

gram’s LP
the sizzle
of bacon

moonshine
she drifts in
and out

Sarah Metzler is a counselor and poet who gets a kick out of teaching angry kids how
to tie their shoes.  She lives in Pennsylvania with her husband, dog, cat, and chickens.
Sarah is thrilled to have been published next to admired poets and mentors in leading
haiku and senryu journals and anthologies.



Maya Daneva

pomegranate seeds
the secret weapon of her
anti-wrinkle cream

pebbled beach
the doubts I chose
not to voice

Maya Daneva is a Software Engineering scholar and a Board Member of the female
faculty network in a Dutch university. She developed her passion for haiku as a way to
cope with grief after the death of her mother. Her work appeared in #FemkuMag, Haiku
Canada, Wales Haiku, Frogpond, and Kingfisher.



Suzanne Richardson

rode the Cyclone

heroin lost you

Brighton Beach

my crush
raunchy rude boy +
unemployed

tattooed girlfriend
still decorated
when naked

Suzanne Richardson earned her M.F.A. in Albuquerque, New Mexico at the University of
New Mexico. She currently lives in Utica, New York where she's an Assistant Professor of
English at Utica College. She is the writer of Three Things @nocontactmag and more
about Suzanne and her writing can be found here:
https://www-suzannerichardsonwrites.tumblr.com/ and here: @oozannesay

https://twitter.com/nocontactmag?lang=en
https://www-suzannerichardsonwrites.tumblr.com/
https://twitter.com/oozannesay/status/1374809473500524549


Cathryn Daley

cut lip
another chip
in her mug

reading her future
in the trails of woodworm
another dying acacia

inherited trauma
in the distance
a bell rings

Cathryn Daley is an emerging writer and is passionate about writing poetry, especially
haiku. In her writing, she explores a wide range of topics including domestic violence,
past trauma and mental health. She has been previously published in #FemkuMag’s first
issue, Contemporary Haibun Online and other publications. She lives in Australia.



Kathleen Vasek Trocmet

bonsai
small cuts and twists
for beauty's sake

Kathleen Vasek Trocmet is a native Texan. Retired after 30 years in the O&G industry,
her days are filled as a writer, artist, and poet. Kathleen's poetry has appeared in The
Bamboo Hut, The Asahi Shimbun (Asahi Haikuist Network), Haiku Dialogue, ESUJ-H
English Haiku, Failed Haiku, and now, #FemkuMag.



Kirsten Cli� Elliot

Kirsten Cli� Elliot is a reader, writer & librarian from NZ. Her first full-length collection of
haiku & tanka, Patient Property: a journey through leukaemia, is available from Velvet
Dusk Publishing & was shortlisted for The Haiku Foundation's Touchstone Distinguished
Books Award 2019.



Pamela A. Babusci



Pamela A. Babusci (cont.)

what is more deceitful
than a lover
who betrays?
scraping black scum o�
my bathtub

tormented

what happens to a woman when a love a�air has ended? she is tormented
throughout the day & night, unable to eat, unable to sleep, unable to
remove the skins of desire consuming her. she will never be the same,
never.

another sleepless night
peeling back layers
of my flesh
until I can no longer
feel you deep inside me

Pamela A. Babusci is an internationally award-winning haiku/tanka poet & haiga artist.
Her latest 10 handpainted haiga series honoring the late Toko Shinoda can be viewed
here: http://www.haigaonline.com/issue22-1/pamela_babusci/entry.html She is the
founder and tanka editor of moonbathing: a journal of women's tanka.  Pamela can be
reached at: moongate44@gmail.com

http://www.haigaonline.com/issue22-1/pamela_babusci/entry.html
mailto:moongate44@gmail.com


Terran Campbell

lady bugs cute same sex couple

always the pudgy guy Superman T-shirt

Terran Campbell is a non-binary eco-feminist Buddhist anarchist haikuligan from
Cascadia.



Mary McCormack

hard cider
that tingly feeling
before the kiss

Mary McCormack is enchanted by the sun.



Julie Schwerin

already the month's end of the world again

menopausal assumptions of winter forsythia

my private island accessible only by hot flash

runny jello . . .
the pressure to
Get Well Soon

Julie Warther Schwerin (she/her - Greendale, Wisconsin) is an associate editor at The
Heron's Nest (www.theheronsnest.com) and a member of the Red Moon Anthology
Editorial team. She was instrumental in establishing several haiku installations in the
Midwest. The most recent is Words in Bloom: A Year of Haiku at the Chicago Botanic
Garden which features the work of haiku poets on signs throughout the garden.

http://www.theheronsnest.com


Roberta Beach Jacobson

her wingspan of fifty years

socially distant construct

Roberta Beach Jacobson has earned five degrees, has had four husbands, and has
lived in three countries (on two continents).



Mia Indigo

unmasked sex
after all these months
going all the way

missionary position
trying not to notice
my ceiling cobwebs

a nip in the air
his mouth
on my breasts

Mia Indigo writes haiku and engages in practices in the White Tigress tradition as part of
her lifelong pursuit of a degree in Surrender Studies.



Seren Fargo

another woman
comes forward
worm moon

the acupuncturist
applies extra needles
last night’s debate

skip in the record—
another non-issue
sets o� my father

In 2009, Seren Fargo began writing haiku and later founded the Bellingham Haiku
Group. Her writing has expanded to include longer forms, like haibun and rengay. A
former wildlife biologist, she enjoys incorporating her experiences from the natural
world into her poetry. On bad days, she enjoys watching Deadpool.



Deborah Karl-Brandt

convincing myself
everything is fine
tree without cherries

chapped lips the salt of the ocean inside me

Karl-Brandt, Deborah, *1981, lives in Bonn with her husband, two rabbits and numerous
books. She works as a freelance author and poet. Her poems have been published in
anthologies, yearbooks, calendars and journals.



Margaret Walker

Breathless

Home for the holidays with a seasonal job in a local department store. As
the last of the part time employees hired, I was assigned to the lingerie
department. Not for me the sales of pretty nightwear and undergarments. I
was to sell girdles.

At 5’6” and 103 pounds, I knew nothing about girdles. About 75% of the
women asked what size I thought they should buy. Extra-extra large did
not seem a tactful answer. We quickly sold out of all the small and medium
girdles in stock.

employee discount lace to lose my virginity

Margaret Walker is a former school principal. Now homebound with ME/CFS, her work
has been published in Blo͞o Outlier Journal, Failed Haiku, Human/Kind Journal, Drifting
Sands, and Stardust Haiku. She is a Pushcart Prize (haibun), Red Moon Anthology
(haibun) and Touchstone Award (haiku) nominated poet.



Debbie Strange

internal dialogue only one of us has anything to say

wild foxglove the poison lurking behind beauty standards

bristlegrass
you take o�ence
so easily

paper birch
to know the inner bark
of you

Debbie Strange is an internationally published short-form poet, haiga artist, and
photographer. Her book, The Language of Loss: Haiku & Tanka Conversations, received
first place in the 2019 Sable Books International Women's Haiku Book Contest, as well as
an Honourable Mention in the 2021 Haiku Society of America Merit Book Awards.
https://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com

https://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com


Marilyn Ashbaugh

cottonwood pu�s
too much loss
to count

adobe home
the thick silence
of abuse

fingernail moon
picking the scab
o� survivor guilt

Marilyn Ashbaugh is a poet, nature photographer and organic gardener. She is widely
published in journals and anthologies featuring Japanese short-form poetry including
haibun, haiga, rengay, tanka, and haiku.



Hifsa Ashraf

the remains
of some old bruises
overripe peach

stillbirth—
the loose petals
of chrysanthemum

voodoo doll—
the way he sketches
a feminist

Hifsa Ashraf lives in Rawalpindi, Pakistan. She is an award-winning poet, author, editor,
and a social activist. Please visit her blog to view her published work at
hifsays.blogspot.com or follow her on twitter at @hifsays.

http://hifsays.blogspot.com
https://twitter.com/hifsays/status/1417211649518354432


Susan Mallernee



Susan Mallernee (cont.)



Susan Mallernee (cont.)

Susan Mallernee is an artist and haiku poet. Her work has appeared in journals such as
Frogpond, The Heron's Nest, and Sonic Boom.



Richa Sharma

ends of string
our happiness
fails to circle

unriddled our inching selves

Richa Sharma has been writing Japanese short form poetry for more than two years,
inspired by her love of nature and language. Her work has appeared in numerous haiku
journals.



Corine Timmer

peek-a-boo moon testing the waters

night-blooming jasmine she slips into silk

her blush-pink lip gloss that glint in his eyes

Corine Timmer is a visual artist, author, publisher, award-winning haiku poet, animal
lover and street dog advocate. She lives in rural Portugal. Corine is a member of the
British and American haiku societies, ALLi ( Alliance of Independent Authors), and the
SCBWI ( Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators).



Vandana Parashar

forced sex scrambling my eggs

in the deep spaces between polarities my self-worth

Vandana Parashar is a microbiologist and a haiku enthusiast. Her love for brevity made
her fall in love with haiku and related forms of Japanese poetry. Her work has been
published in many national and international journals of repute, and has won her prizes
and accolades. Her haiku was shortlisted for Touchstone Award for Individual poem in
2021. Her debut e-chapbook I Am was published by Title IX Press in 2019.



Réka Nyitrai

piling up moonlight the hum of her breasts

Réka Nyitrai is a spell, a sparrow, a lioness's tongue — a bird-nest in a pool of dusk. She
is the recipient of a Touchstone Distinguished Books Award for 2020 for her volume
While Dreaming Your Dreams (Valencia Spain: Mono Ya Mono Books, 2020).



Barrie Levine

honeymoon
first night
of bondage

not telling her story poker moon

shamed for
the slip of my slip
1950s

Barrie Levine relocated from New Jersey to the Boston area and practiced family law,
concentrating on representing women, from 1973 to 2014. She is 76 and began writing
haiku after caregiving for and then losing her husband and mother in the same horrible
year. Joining the haiku community has been a life-a�rming experience for Barrie.



Jackie Chou

his footprints
all over my doormat
spring fling

Jackie Chou is a poet of free verses and Japanese short forms whose work has been
published locally and internationally in Frogpond, Ribbons, drifting sands haibun, the
cherita journal, and others. When not writing she loves to watch Jeopardy and
America's Got Talent.



Helen Buckingham

pressed buds no time like the past

Helen Buckingham lives in Wells, England. Her work appears regularly in journals such
as Bones, is/let and Modern Haiku. Anthologies include: Haiku in English (Norton, 2013).
Among her collections are: water on the moon (Original Plus, 2010) and sanguinella (Red
Moon, 2017), each of which was shortlisted for a Touchstone Award.



Nancy Brady

date night
lipstick stains
on his cock

rock wall
she holds onto her sanity
by her fingertips

Nancy Brady is a pharmacist by vocation and a poet by avocation, focusing mainly on
haiku or senryu (although she admits that she hasn't figured out which is which). She
likes to escape from the realities of life by reading spicy romances and spine-tingling
thrillers and coloring in her Sesame Street coloring book.



Baisali Chatterjee Dutt

walk of shame. . .
midnight trips
to the fridge

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt is a domesticated nomad who writes, edits, dabbles in theatre
and teaches. Her poetry has been published in various anthologies and magazines, print
as well as online. Her latest novella in verse, Three is a Lonely Number, is available on
Amazon Kindle. She also eats chocolate by the bucketful, gazes at clouds and tries to
mother two teen boys.



Tracy Davidson

pandemic / pollution / police
which of these
will choke us most?

Tracy Davidson lives in Warwickshire, UK, and writes poetry and flash fiction. Her work
has appeared in various publications and anthologies, including: Mslexia, Modern Haiku,
Atlas Poetica, Tinywords, A Hundred Gourds, Journey to Crone, The Great Gatsby
Anthology, WAR and In Protest: 150 Poems for Human Rights.



Lorraine A. Padden

Ms. Dragonfly
art nouveau jewelry
he only wears for friends

airport check-in
the anorexic’s
oversized bag

Lorraine A. Padden was a professional dancer for many years. She now publishes haiku
and related forms in Modern Haiku, Heron's Nest, tinywords, Frogpond, #FemkuMag,
and Kingfisher, among others. She was recently featured in Tricycle Magazine after one
of her poems won the Best of the Haiku Challenge in 2021.



Christina Sng

wildflowers
my first year
of freedom

finding
my voice again
trauma recovery

Christina Sng writes haiku to immerse in nature amid life in the city. She finds joy in
poetry, art, and spending time with her children and their menagerie of curious pets.
Visit her at christinasng.com.



Hazel Hall

friendly magpies
the homeless woman
a little thinner

cicada pulse
the shrillness of pain
that will not stop

Hazel Hall is a widely published Australian poet and musicologist. Her most recent
collections are Step by Step, haiku with tai chi master Angie Egan (Picaro Poets 2019),
Moonlight Over the Siding (Interactive Press 2019), and Severed Web, haiku with
Australian artist Deborah Faeyrglenn (Picaro Poets 2020). Her verse drama Please Add
Your Signature and Date it Here is forthcoming.



Kat Lehmann

You Just Do

When I told my therapist I finally claimed the role of matriarch, he said “The
only question is how did you get to be so strong.” The way he said it, I
wondered if I was on the verge of becoming a case study. Twenty years
earlier, another therapist had asked me the same question.

burning through the forest the voice of a bird

The first time, I said I understood from a young age that my life was all up
to me. It was me or nothing, so I chose to persevere.

sunstream in her quiver the awakening of wings

This time I was older and less certain. “Sheer will?” I said, “and what choice
did I have? Also, I really don’t know. Does anyone really know how they
make it through anything?”



Kat Lehmann (cont.)

Armistice

I curl into myself, my arms nested like odd spoons. After the injury, the limb
felt borrowed. A weakness to be resisted.

foreign wing
a mind wrestles
out of its shell

I caress a lullaby into each weakened muscle. It’s going to be okay. I tend
to each tendon as I would a sick child, each stroke a note closer to a new
wholeness.

gibbous moon
any shape of the light
bright enough

Kat Lehmann is a Touchstone Award-winning haiku poet and scientist based in
Connecticut, USA. A Best of the Net nominee, she is a judge in the inaugural Trailblazers
Contest. Her third book is Stumbling Toward Happiness: Haibun and Hybrid poems.
Twitter/Instagram: @SongsOfKat.

https://twitter.com/songsofkat?lang=en


GRIX



GRIX (cont.)

Lightning-struck

After years of long painful periods, I schedule an endometrial ablation in
hopes of gaining relief. The doctor tells me the procedure lasts only two
minutes, so I opt for a local only. He administers the lidocaine injection and
instructs me to relax . . .

failed anesthesia—
I become the consort of Zeus

When not duking it out with faulty autonomics & a spine that belongs in a circus
sideshow, GRIX lies in bed, dreaming up ways to preserve their head in a jar &
communicate telepathically via Ouija board. They read for kontinuum & co-edit at Sonic
Boom & Yavanika Press. Twitter/Insta: @metagrix

https://twitter.com/metagrix?lang=en


Marilyn Humbert

first bloom,
pink petal perfection
frozen in time
our newborn niece
on life support

for Margot Rose Joy

Marilyn Humbert lives in Sydney NSW Australia. Her tanka and haiku appear in
international and Australian journals, anthologies and online. Her free verse poems have
been awarded prizes in competitions, published online, in anthologies and journals most
recently Black Bough Deep Time 2, Poetry d’Amour Love Anthology 2020 and FemAsia
Magazine.



Meera Rehm

red light alley
a Nepali girl
selling herself

Meera Rehm relocated from Germany to UK. After caregiving and losing her husband ,
she discovered haiku while reading books about Buddhism. She learnt it by herself from
books and online journals . Her work has appeared in both published and online journals
like Blithe Spirit, Presence, Seashores, Modern Haiku Journal and Cattails haiku journal,
Chrysanthemum, and Wales haiku journal.



Susan Burch

fire-breathing dragon
another mean girl
slays me

mother-in-law welcoming me with open armor

Susan Burch is a good egg.



Elizabeth Crocket

Elizabeth Crocket is a Canadian poet who has had two books shortlisted for the Haiku
Foundation Touchstone Distinguished Books Award. She has an online gallery of her
collage haiga featured on the Haiku Foundation website in July 2021.



Mary Stevens

staying over. . .
his other lover’s
unicorn slippers

photo of the kids
searching their faces
for his ex-wife

mass burial
the bones
of past lovers

Mary Stevens loves getting down to the essence of things: to find meaning and beauty
in nature, haiku, and dance—in particular Authentic Movement, a long-time embodied
expressive movement practice she does in a community of women. She currently lives
on the New Jersey-Massachusetts cyberborder.



Arvinder Kaur

orphanage—
how tender the weeds
in the margins

lockdown…
he begins to resemble
my ex

Arvinder Kaur retired after a long career in education as Principal Govt College
Derabassi, Punjab. She worked as Associate Professor in English literature and Media
Studies for more than three decades. She has six published books to her credit, the last
one being a translation of ai li’s cherita into Hindi and Punjabi. Her haiku have been
published in major international haiku journals.



Eva Limbach

withered orchids
what about
forgiveness

being a grandma
for the first time
my cactus in bloom

baby blues
she dyes her hair
silver-grey

Eva Limbach lives in Saarbrücken, a German town near the French border, with her
husband and her dog. She works as a pharmacist. Since 2012 she writes haiku, senryu
and sometimes haibun. You can read her published poems at Mare Tranquillitatis.

http://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.com/


Neha Talreja

father and I
on separate terms...
another crossword

Neha Talreja is a Chartered Accountancy student from India. She likes to write short
poetry especially senryu and micro free verses. Her poems have been published in
cattails, prune juice, failed haiku, etc.



Helen Ogden

gravity’s pull
the downward shift
of my face

Helen Ogden credits her deep dive into haiku during the pandemic for getting her
through it with her wits intact. During that time she has had her work published in a
number of haiku journals and was awarded first place in the San Francisco International
Haiku/Senryu/Tanka Contest and the Laureate in the 2021 Hexapod Haiku Challenge.



Cyndi Lloyd

crape myrtle
their hotel hookup
disintegrates

being an introvert
I, too, avoid people
a porcupine
plodding ahead of me
disappears into the brush

Cyndi Lloyd is an award-winning writer, and her haikai poems appear in worldwide
publications and anthologies. She enjoys volunteering as a moderator on Inkstone
Poetry Forum. Life in Utah, with her husband and dog, allows her the pleasures of hiking
and taking too many photographs.



Nadejda Kostadinova

wild flower’s scent
I still dream
like a schoolgirl

Nadejda Kostadinova lives in Sofia, Bulgaria. Her work has been published in various
printed and online magazines including Asahi Haikuist Network, ESUJ, Frogpond, Prune
Juice, Hedgegrow, Cattails, Tinywords, Under the Basho, Modern Haiku, Failed Haiku and
others. She has been awarded a couple of honorable mentions and prizes in
competitions.



Louise Hopewell and Tracie McCarthy

Louise Hopewell is an Australian poet, playwright and songwriter. When not writing,
Louise can be found riding her bicycle or playing ukulele (but not at the same time).

Tracie McCarthy is an Australian photographer. She currently has her travel wings
clipped so has been exploring and photographing the surprisingly varied microcosm
that is her suburb instead.



Tia Haynes

hungry for more diet culture

Tia Haynes is the current editor of Prune Juice Journal. Along with traditional
publication, her haiku have been on public display on the streets of Washington D.C., the
Holden Arboretum Haiku Path in Kirtland, Ohio, and soon-to-be in the Chicago Botanic
Garden. She lives in Lakewood, Ohio with her family and cat, Sebastian.



Ingrid Bruck

living
on stolen land
US

Ingrid Bruck lives in Pennsylvania Amish country, a landscape that inhabits her poetry.
She’s a retired library director with a passion for short forms. Current work appears in
Halibut, Failed Haiku, Drifting Sands and Heliosparrow.
Poetry website: www.ingridbruck.com

http://www.ingridbruck.com


Deborah P Kolodji

pruning away
thorns from my life
bougainvillea

he used to call her
his door prize
alimony

Deborah P Kolodji is the California Regional Coordinator for the Haiku Society of
America. Author of 1000 published poems, her first full length book of haiku, highway of
sleeping towns, won a Touchstone Distinguished Book Award. Her e-chapbook, tug of a
black hole (Title IX press) is now available.



Mona Iordan

the little girl
dressing her doll –
rag collection

childhood she reads herself to sleep

Mona Iordan lives in Bucharest, Romania, as a university lecturer and literary translator.
Her work has appeared or will be forthcoming in Frogpond, Failed Haiku, Prune Juice,
andThe Heron’s Nest, among others. She was awarded prizes in international contests
and was included in The European Top 100 Haiku Authors in 2020. This is her debut in
#FemkuMag.



Christina Chin

Christina Chin is a painter and haiku poet. Four-time top 100 artist of mDAC Summit.
Won two City Soka Saitama's 2020 haiku prizes. She is 1st place winner in the 34th
Annual Cherry Blossom Sakura Festival 2020 Contest. Her photo-haiku won 1st prize in
the 8th Setouchi Matsuyama 2019 Contest. She is published in journals and anthologies.



Announcements

*Coming soon*

Against the Current

In June of 2021 #FemkuMag turned 3 years old. Since the 30th issue hits
right around the 3 year mark, I’ve decided to curate a print anthology titled
Against the Current. This anthology, titled after Debbie Strange’s “pay
equity” in issue 1, will celebrate the top 30 contributors and include four
poems by each poet, as well as an In Memoriam section for those who
have passed and results of all Marlene Mountain contests. The folx
featured in Against the Current were selected based on the number of
issues they’ve appeared in. It is because of them that #FemkuMag exists
and because of all of you that #FemkuMag is ever-growing and successful.
Thanks to all of you for accompanying me on this journey. Here’s to the
next three years!

Contributors: Debbie Strange, Christina Chin, Tia Haynes, Julie Schwerin, Helen
Buckingham, Deborah P Kolodji, Cyndi Lloyd, Hifsa Ashraf, Réka Nyitrai, Valentina
Ranaldi-Adams, Kath Abela Wilson, Eva Limbach, Corine Timmer, Susan Burch, Vandana
Parashar, Lucia Cardillo, Lucy Whitehead, Roberta Beach Jacobson, Kelly Sauvage, Guliz
Mutlu, Radostina Dragostinova, GRIX, Marilyn Ashbaugh, Irina Guliaeva, Elizabeth
Crocket, Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo, Tracy Davidson, Wanda Amos, Christina
Sng, Elizabeth Alford


